
Introduction

0.1 "Yue" and "Cantonese"

The present study is intended as the first of a series of studies

on the Yue (^) dialects, which constitute one of the several major

dialect groups of Chinese.^ The Yue dialects are sometimes referred to

as the Cantonese dialects. The terms "Cantonese"^ and "Yue" have been

used in two senses. In their broad sense they designate a group of

dialects; in their narrow sense they designate the standard dialect

(dialect of Canton) of that group. In order to avoid unnecessary

confusion, we shall use "Yue" to designate the dialect group^ and

"Cantonese" to designate the norm of the group.



. 3 Present-day distribution

Today the Yue dialects are spoken in central and southwestern

Kwangtung as well as southeastern Kwangsi. The great majority of

Oiinese immigrants in North America and a significant portion of those

in Southeast Asia are also Yue speakers. Map 4 shows the Yue speaking

areas in China: names of localities, which are known to be inhabited by

Yue speakers through extant published dialect materials ^^ or through

dialect investigations, ^^ are circled. These include: Canton, Nan-hai,

Pan-yu C^^), Shun-de, San-shui, Gao-yao, Zeng-cheng (^tfi^), Dong-
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guan (^^ ), Zhong-shan i ^ d- ) , Macao, Hong Kong, Xin-hui, Tai-shan,

Kai-ping, En-ping, Hao-shan ( t.^ ^ ) , Yang-jiang, Cang-wu or Wu-zhou

C^l-^j ), Teng-xian, Gui-ping (^f ), Bo-bai (f|^ ), Gui-xian, and

Nan-ning. Localities mentioned by name as Yue speaking areas in extant

works but whose varieties of dialect are not actually described, ^^ are

marked with a question mark, ?. These include: Si-hui ( <5^ f" ) , Guang-

ning (4 f ), Gao-ming ( ^ ^fl ) , Yun-fu ($4 ), Yu-nan ( |f |) ) , Feng-

chuan ( f-f "I ), Kai-jian ( Pfl ;t ) > Xin-xing (|^i^), Luo-ding (^^ ),

De-qing i'it^), Bao-an (f ^ ), Hua-xian ( icHO , Qing-yuan, Cong-hua

i^iii>c), Fo-gang (^^^ ), Long-men, Mao-ming ( )^ ^ ) or Gao-zhou (1^ j<j ),

Xin-yi (iSl), Yang-chun U%^)y Hua-xian (^tL#J, Dian-bai (t^ ),

Lian-jiang (I; vX ) , Wu-chuan (^;«| ), Sui-qi (i^4)> Hai-kang (-::^#. )

or Lei-zhou, Xu-wen (i^P/1 ), He-pu or Lian-zhou, Qin-xian (i!«L#. ) or

Qin-zhou iit^'] ), Fang-cheng i^^^^), Ling-shan (f J. ), Rong-xian

(SIIJ, Yu-lin (f #).



If we add up the rough figures projected here for Yue speakers

both in China and outside of China, we may speculate with some

confidence that by the end of 1970, there are at least 40 million people

speaking different varieties of the Yue dialects.

0.4 General characteristics

The major dialect groups of Chinese have been classified in terms

of the development of the Ancient quan-zhuo or voiced stop, affricate,

and fricative initials, as proposed in F. Li 1939. The Yue group is

generally recognized as characterized by the change of such Ancient

initials into voiceless aspirates in the Ping-tone (f ^) as well as

part (about 30%) of the Shang-tone (J:^), but into voiceless non-

aspirates in the other tones, including the greater part of the Shang-

tone.^^ Other characteristics mentioned in F. Li 1939 of the Yue group

are: preservation of the final consonants -m, -p, -t, -k; distinction of

eight, nine, or more tones. We may add the dichotomy of the Yin-Ru

(?^x) tone as another characteristic. It is difficult to generalize on

the defining characteristics of the vocalism of the Yue dialects vis-

I-vis those of other groups, without resorting to description of how

various dialects developed from Ancient Chinese. ^^ Such a. description

will not be forthcoming until we know more of the different dialects in

each group. For lack of information from other dialect groups, we shall

limit our discussion of vocalism to the Yue dialects only, when we

describe the subgrouping of these dialects in section 0.5.
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It is generally known that the southern Chinese dialects are quite

divergent from the northern dialects in their lexical items for the

personal pronouns, deictics including time words and place words,

negative forms, question words, gender markers, and the like.^^ The use

of the suffix [tei] , [ti] or [tui],^^ and the use of tonal difference as

a device for pluralizing personal pronouns; the use of the suffix [lot!]

or [lo] for designating a human male in not very respectable terms^^ and

the suffix [na] for female animals ;^^ the use of the suffix [ti] , [?di]

,

[nai] , or [n^i] , for pluralizing demonstratives and for the quantifier

for 'little', the use of the localizer [toiS] , [tu] , [sy] , [si], [ts'y],

or [t/'ui]; the use of tonal difference to differentiate degree deictics

('this much', 'that much') from manner deictics ('this way', 'that way');

the use of [m^i] , [mhofi] , [mho] or [mouhou] for the imperative negative

form; etc. are particular to the Yue dialects, as shown below :^^

Pronominal Male Female Demonstrative
Plural Suffix Suffix Plural Localizer

Cantonese





tomorrow next year day time night time

.mtonese c^'iQ iBt^

5r.un-de^°

:.-ong-shan

Icng-guan ^t^eng yatp

"eng-xian ct'iQ into

mg- Jiang (Joi JBt^)^!

'ii-shan heir? ^to

m-hui

ts'jzJt3°ni:n

ts'Bto cHin

(cloicnin)^^

t/'ut3°neiQ

iBt^**t»Ba

/lata ctaiJ

(JBt, ckan)6l

**Qit«haii

le:- mAin
le:- -mA:n hAik^
/he' %a:n hark^

jie- °man

(je"-,kan)6i

r-jie man
^jie^man hak^

morning
noon,
noon meal evening neighboring

antonese ctsi itlCct 'BtT) HsotI Am^tSBtl'* ^mAin ct 'BtTChAik^) kAik^clei
Shun-de /ctsitictail^tso

:-ong-shan ^tsiu^tsou

:ong-guan

Teng-xian ctsiti ctBtC^totl

ang- Jiang ^tsiu^^tsou

~ai-shan ^to^t/ieu^^

m-hui

an' tSBu'

an' tSBU^

an' -tfiu

-mA:nliA:k3

-man ctBU

*^man hnka

^man^had haka

kik^ cli

kakj. JLei

kakc -li
(t;ak,2/in)Si

why other (thing) other (people) drawers

-antonese ^tiim'^kA:! tBi^ liiS °ioe:Q J^n tei-
5hun-de

Zhong-shan *^tim^ka:i tai' i^ ioeQ^

-^rig-guan

-ai-shan ^ki'^kai

. m-hui

. eng-xian ''?dim''kar tBi-pi-jieQS ^pnn ti-

ang-jiang tsi-ji^jieQ^ (juk^)^^

ai- Qi- ''jieQ (cQin)niek3

kaBi^*=t'uQ

kuBi- ^'t'UQ

kWBi- ct'oi^t'UQ

kui-^hoiir}
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to hate, to

to move to think^^ to like dislike to give

Cantonese
/Shun-de
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